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This paper presents the findings from the design, development, and evaluation of a hidden semi-Markov model based operator state monitoring display. This operator state monitoring display is designed to function as a decision support tool for the supervisor of a small team of operators (2-4) that are each monitoring and controlling multiple highly autonomous, heterogeneous unmanned vehicles. After a cognitive task analysis was conducted to determine the functional and information requirements of the decision support tool, a human subject experiment was conducted to validate the design. Preliminary results show that the decision support tool improves team supervisor performance in terms of increased decision accuracy and decreased non-necessary interventions in single alert scenarios. In scenarios where the supervisor faced multiple simultaneous alerts, the decision support tool was shown to decrease non-necessary interventions and have no affect on supervisor decision accuracy. Additionally, the decision support tool was not shown to effect mental workload as measured by a secondary task. These initial results suggest that hidden semi-Markov operator state modeling can be effectively utilized in a real-time decision support tool for team supervisors.

I. Introduction

The movement toward single operators controlling multiple unmanned vehicles (UVs) is gaining momentum throughout academia and industry as a whole. As this transition occurs, multiple operators will likely work together, under the leadership of a team supervisor, to carry out coordinated tasks, similar to present-day air traffic control (ATC) settings. There are many ways in which multiple operators and a supervisor could interact in these futuristic scenarios, one of which places the supervisor in a human supervisory control (HSC) role over the operators. This creates a complex HSC system in which decision support tools (DSTs) are needed to aid supervisors who must keep track of multiple complex automated systems, as well as multiple human operators.

While there has been much effort in designing and developing displays for individual operators in charge of multiple UVs, there has been little research into what type of displays a team supervisor requires to most efficiently supervise the team, even though it is recognized that the role of the team commander is critical. Of the little research that begins to address the issue of team supervisor display, supervisors in human operator-unmanned vehicle teaming environments are typically only provided with situational awareness tools capable of identifying current problems. Supervisory DSTs that attempt to predict the onset of possible future problems have not been explored. This research is focused on developing a DST that utilizes the predictive capabilities of hidden semi-Markov models (HSMMs) for a supervisor of multiple, independent operators, i.e., operators are assigned their own areas of responsibility which do not significantly overlap. A brief overview of the underlying HSMM-based operator model is discussed in the next section. Then, our design and evaluation method is described. Next, the preliminary results are discussed. We then conclude and list possible future work.
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II. HSMM-Based Operator Model

This research focuses on providing a team supervisor of multiple, independent operators with a DST in order to best maintain and improve team performance in a HSC setting. In order to accomplish this task, we have investigated multiple methods used to model human behavior as a time series such as neural networks, algorithmic data mining, exploratory sequential data analysis, partially observable Markov decision processes, hidden Markov models, and HSMMs. Most have drawbacks such as having little to no predictive power or requiring supervised learning techniques. However, research has shown that the structure of HSMMs makes them well suited for modeling human behavior in this HSC realm. Structurally, HSMMs consist of a set of hidden states, observable events, sojourn times, and transition probabilities. In Fig. 1, each $S_i$ is a hidden state, each $a_{ij}$ is a transition probability between hidden states, the observable probability density functions $P(o|S_i)$ link the state and the observable events each hidden state emits, and the sojourn probability density functions, $d_i(t)$, describe the amount of time an operator is likely to stay in each state.

Each hidden state emits observable events through a certain probability density function. Just as the hidden states in HSMMs must be inferred from observable events, cognitive states of an operator are not directly visible and must be inferred from his or her actions. Therefore, operator cognitive states can be likened to the hidden states in an HSMM, and operator interface interactions (i.e., mouse clicks) can be likened to the HSMM observable events. This structure allows for the prediction of future operator behavior but is limited by the semi-Markov assumption. Other limitations include the need for accurate training data in order to ensure the model accurately recognizes the correct patterns and decreased confidence in future predictions as the prediction window increases. Moreover, such models cannot detect whether an abnormal pattern is good or bad, only that it is different, which is why the supervisor’s judgment is needed. Thus, full automation is not feasible; the human must remain part of the system. Additionally, the complex probabilistic nature of the outputs from HSMMs, indeed all Markov-based models, results in difficulty in designing a decision support interface for a team supervisor unlikely to possess the background required to understand them.

Recent advances in operator modeling through HSMM-based behavioral pattern recognition and prediction have shown that these algorithms can drive a real-time supervisor’s predictive display. However, the difficulty lies in the effective display of the probabilistic output from the HSMM-based operator model since humans have difficulty interpreting and acting on probabilities. The next section addresses the design of the HSMM-based operator state modeling display and the human subject trial used to validate the design.

III. Method

A. Decision Support Tool Design

First, a cognitive task analysis (CTA) was performed in order to generate display requirements, both functional and information requirements, for the task of team supervision of 2-4 operators, each independently controlling a set

---

§ The semi-Markov assumption states that the transition to the next state is only based on the current state and the amount of time that has been spent in that state.
of highly autonomous unmanned vehicles (UVs).\textsuperscript{12} This team size is consistent with literature defining small groups as consisting of 3-7 personnel.\textsuperscript{13} The final DST design is shown in Fig 2. See Ref. 12 for a detailed walkthrough of the CTA and design process.

Figure 2. Final DST design

As annotated in Fig. 2, the DST consists of four different components: the status panel, interaction frequency plot, model accuracy prediction plot, and confidence history plot. The status panel provides the supervisor with the operator name, access to an alert panel, alerts, and provides a control interface for supervisor interaction. The interaction frequency plot shows historical data for operator clicks per minute in order to give the supervisor an unprocessed way to infer operator workload.\textsuperscript{14}

The model accuracy prediction plot is the portion of the display that most utilizes the HSMM-based operator model. The HSMM-based model generates transition probabilities between different system states for each instance in time and utilizes those likelihoods, combined with the observed operator actions, to predict the future accuracy of the model as well as to predict the likelihood of future operator behavior being “normal.” The HSMM-based model also provides the most likely inference regarding which operator behavior was deemed to be anomalous by identifying the discrepancies between the expected state transitions and the observed operator actions. This provides the team supervisor with information about how “normal” the operator behavior is predicted to be as well as the predicted cause of any alerts that arise from “abnormal” behavior.

Lastly, the DST includes a confidence history plot, where the historical model accuracy predictions are compared to the observed model accuracy for each point in time for the entire mission. This allows the supervisor to quickly and confidently identify how accurate the model has been at making predictions over the course of the entire mission, influencing the decision of whether to trust the model’s predictions and actually intervene when there is an alert, or to ignore it.

B. Experimental Evaluation

After the completion of the design process, a human subject experiment was designed to test the effectiveness of the resulting DST. Specifically, the experiment was designed to determine whether team supervisors with an HSMM-based DST perform better than supervisors without the DST in terms of correctly identifying current and future problems, solving current problems efficiently and accurately, correctly preventing future problems from occurring, and limiting non-necessary interventions. The experiment involved a supervisor whose job it was to monitor three simulated operators. The operators and all of the operator interactions with the UVs and targets were simulated. This was done to ensure consistency of results and control the variability in the data. Thus, the only actual humans in this experiment were team supervisors.
Each simulated operator had an independent area of responsibility over which he/she directed UVs to monitor pre-set and emergent targets, while avoiding dynamic threat areas. The team supervisor oversaw the mission which, for the purposes of this experiment, was assumed to occur from a remote location. This simulated a supervisor in a command and control center possibly thousands of miles away from the operators, such as the current way that several US Air Force personnel oversee UAVs in Iraq and Afghanistan from control stations in Nevada. In this setting, the supervisor was able to view all three operator interfaces remotely and made decisions of when to intervene in the different scenarios presented to him/her.

Participants were recruited via email and word of mouth. Of 30 total participants, 21 were male and 9 were female with an average age of 19.73 years, and a standard deviation of 2.18 years. Of the 30 participants, 29 were MIT students (27 undergraduate, 2 graduate) and one participant was an independent consultant.

The experimental environment consisted of three different displays: three operator interfaces, three team supervisor interfaces, and the secondary task display. Each operator interface and team supervisor interface were displayed on 17-inch Dell TFT LCD monitors connected to a Dell Dimension tower containing a Pentium D 2.80GHz CPU and 2.00 GB ram. The secondary task was shown on a 42-inch (1024x768 pixels) wall-mounted plasma screen. The overall testing environment layout will now be described, followed by the operator interface, team supervisor interface, and secondary task display.

The testing environment can be seen in Fig. 3. The three operator workstations were located so that it was easy for the experimenter to identify which operator the subject was focused on at any given moment. Each operator station was configured as seen in Fig. 3, with the operator interface displayed on the top monitor and the DST displayed on the bottom monitor. For the 15 subjects that were randomly selected to conduct the experiment without the DST, the bottom monitor was turned off.

1. **Operator Interface: RESCHU**

   The Research Environment for Supervisory Control of Heterogeneous Unmanned Vehicles (RESCHU) was chosen as the operator interface because of its functionality of allowing a single operator to control multiple, heterogeneous UVs in simulated intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance tasks. In RESCHU (Fig. 4), it is the goal of each operator to visit as many targets as possible in order to correctly complete visual search tasks.

---

**Figure 3. Testing environment layout**

---
As annotated in Fig. 4, RESCHU consists of five different components: a large map view, payload camera view, message pane, UV health and status view, and a timeline. The map view shows the locations of threat areas (yellow circles), UVs (blue bullet icons), unknown targets (gray diamonds), targets that need to be searched (red diamonds), as well as the current paths of the UVs (blue lines). The message pane logs system messages, such as when UVs arrive at targets or what the operator needs to search for in the payload camera view, for quick reference by the operator.

The payload camera view is engaged when a UV arrives at a target area that needs to be searched. This view simulates the operator searching for an object, such as a white car, in the target area. At the completion of the visual search task, the target disappears and the operator may once again guide the UVs to remaining targets. The UV health and status view provides information such as how much damage the UV has taken and whether or not the UV is waiting for an input from the operator. The timeline shows the estimated time it will take each UV to arrive at its next target.

For this experiment, the operators were simulated by having a subject matter expert play through RESCHU according to a script that dictated the behavior needed for each operator in each scenario.

2. Team Supervisor Interface: HSMM-based Operator State Decision Support Tool

A few changes were made to the DST design in order to provide greater experimental control by reducing the number of uncontrolled variables and degrees of interaction freedom. A test bed DST screenshot is shown in Fig. 5. Changes were minor, such as not allowing the grid to be toggled on/off for the interaction frequency and model accuracy prediction plots, not allowing the supervisor to control the portion of the model performance history that he/she viewed, not having alert threshold lines present on the interaction frequency plot, and not having an alert panel for the subjects to set customizable thresholds. These changes did not impact the ability to take the measures needed for the experiment.
3. Secondary Task Display

In order to determine if the DST had an effect on mental workload, a secondary task was used to measure each supervisor’s spare mental capacity. The large wall screen display, shown in Fig. 3, was used to play a different video clip during each scenario. The subjects were instructed to listen for a certain target utterance, such as “health care” or “debt”, and report to the examiner the number of occurrences of that utterance at the end of the scenario. The number of missed occurrences of the target utterance was used as an indication of the supervisor’s spare mental capacity and thus a higher level of missed occurrences was seen as indicative of a higher level of mental workload.

C. Experimental Design

The experiment was a 2x2x2 mixed design with the following three factors: Operator Situation (true positive and false positive), Number of Operators Causing an Alert (single and multiple), Assistance Type (with DST or without DST). The experimental design repeated on the Operator Situation and Number of Operators Causing an Alert independent variables, while the Assistance Type is a between subjects factor.

The Operator Situation refers to the behavior that causes the DST alert. All alerts are theoretically caused by anomalous behavior. However, true positive alerts are caused by detrimental anomalous behavior and require intervention. False positive alerts are caused by benign anomalous behavior, and thus while the HSMM model may predict an anomaly that triggers an alert, due to unforeseen environmental factors, no true alert condition exists. In this case, the supervisor should reset or ignore the alarm.

The Number of Operators Causing an Alert corresponds to the number simultaneous alerts that the supervisor receives (one or multiple). In the multiple alert scenarios, one alert is caused by true positive behavior, while the other alert is caused by false positive or true positive behavior based on the Operator Situation factor level.

The Assistance Type factor was the primary independent variable of interest, so the two levels of assistance type are with and without the DST.

Several dependent variables were measured, including Decision Accuracy which is a binary yes/no value of whether the subject correctly identified the need to intervene or not intervene for each operator situation that caused an alert. Non-Necessary Interventions were recorded if a subject chose to intervene in a situation when the simulated operator was acting normally and an intervention was not necessary. Lastly, the Secondary Task Ratio measured the difference between the reported total number of occurrences of the target utterance in the secondary task video and the actual total number of occurrences of the target utterance in the video, normalized by the actual total number of occurrences.
D. Procedure
After being welcomed and thanked for participating in the experiment, each subject read and signed a consent form and filled out a demographic survey. The experimental task was then explained in detail through a self-paced presentation of the applicable training slides. Each subject completed two practice trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Description</th>
<th>Operator 1 Behavior</th>
<th>Operator 2 Behavior</th>
<th>Operator 3 Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>true positive, single alert</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>true positive, multiple alerts</td>
<td>True alert - low interaction frequency</td>
<td>True alert - excessive status checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>false positive, multiple alerts</td>
<td>normal</td>
<td>False alert - Neglect high altitude vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4</td>
<td>false positive, single alert</td>
<td>False alert - low interaction frequency</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each subject experienced the four experimental trials shown in Table 1. These trials lasted approximately five minutes each and were presented in a counterbalanced order. After each trial, the experimenter conducted a verbal retrospective protocol during which the subjects explained their thought processes throughout the scenario. The experimenter also asked questions in an open-ended interview format in order to gain more insight such as what portions of the displays most helped the subject in making intervention decisions. After the experimental trials were completed, DST subjects filled out the post-experiment questionnaire. All subjects were then paid a nominal fee and thanked for their participation. In order to encourage subjects to perform their best, they were instructed before the experiment began that the top performer would receive a $200 gift card.

IV. Preliminary Results
The Decision Accuracy, Non-Necessary Interventions, and Secondary Task Ratio dependent variables were analyzed using non-parametric tests because the parametric assumptions of normality and/or homogeneity of variance were not met. An $\alpha$ value of 0.10 was used for all statistical tests.

A. Decision Accuracy
Decision Accuracy was analyzed by comparing the correct response to each alert with the decision each subject made. The number of correct decisions for DST users was then compared with the number of correct decisions for non-DST users with Mann-Whitney U tests (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Description</th>
<th>Decision Accuracy with DST</th>
<th>Decision Accuracy without DST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Scenarios</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Alert Scenarios (1 and 4)*</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Alert Scenarios (2 and 3)</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When analyzing all four scenarios together, there was no significant difference in Decision Accuracy between non-DST users and DST users ($U = 1702.5$, $n_1 = n_2 = 60$, $p = .558$). Scenarios were then grouped by the number of alerts, single (Scenarios 1 and 4) or multiple (Scenarios 2 and 3). This was done because Ref. 17 showed that subjects responding to multiple simultaneous alerts tend to restrict or completely ignore new information as they focus on serial processing of the initial information. We hypothesized that this action would result in different results for the dependent variables in this experiment.

In single alert scenarios only, non-DST users made the correct decision 70% of the time (21 of 30), as compared to DST users who made the correct decision 100% of the time (30 of 30). A Mann-Whitney U test proved that this...
was a statistically significant result \((U = 315.0, n_1 = n_2 = 30, p = .001)\). In multiple alert scenarios, there was not a statistically significant difference between non-DST users and DST users \((U = 418.5, n_1 = n_2 = 30, p = .585)\).

So, while the DST was not shown to have an effect on Decision Accuracy for subjects that responded to two simultaneous alerts (Scenarios 2 and 3), the DST did have a positive effect on Decision Accuracy for subjects that responded to one alert at a time (Scenarios 1 and 4).

B. Non-Necessary Interventions
The mean number of Non-Necessary Interventions made by subjects with respect to the scenario type and whether they used the DST are shown in Fig 6. Non-DST users made significantly more Non-Necessary Interventions than DST users \((U = 1174.5, n_1 = n_2 = 60, p < .001)\). This result was consistent for single alert scenarios \((U = 317.0, n_1 = n_2 = 30, p = .013)\) and multiple alert scenarios \((U = 270.5, n_1 = n_2 = 30, p = .001)\).

![Figure 6. Mean Non-Necessary Interventions per subject](image)

C. Secondary Task Ratio
The Secondary Task Ratio results for DST and non-DST users are shown in Fig. 7. There was not a significant difference between non-DST users and DST users \((U = 1791.0, n_1 = n_2 = 60, p = .962)\), which indicates that the DST did not have a significant impact on secondary task workload. Thus, the DST did not add any appreciable mental workload to the supervisor’s task.

![Figure 7. Mean Secondary Task Ratio](image)

V. Discussion
A. Decision Accuracy
The DST gave subjects a possible cause of each alert, such as “low interaction frequency,” and thus gave DST users an indication of what type of information to analyze when making the decision of whether to intervene. This focused the attention of DST users to the likely cause of the alert, regardless of whether the alert required action or not, as opposed to the non-DST users that had to continuously search through all available information to determine if a situation required intervention. For DST users, having their attention focused on the mostly likely cause of the
alert may have been the reason for improved Decision Accuracy in the single alert scenarios, both the true positive and false positive variants.

While the DST was not shown to have a significant impact on Decision Accuracy for multiple alert scenarios, this result is possibly due to the simultaneous nature of the alerts. The DST users may have felt that they needed to rush their first response in order to quickly work on the second alert and thus sacrificed accuracy for time. Non-DST users did not have this same dynamic as there were no alerts, and thus the first operator that seemed to be acting abnormally could be fully dealt with without knowing that another operator was waiting to be addressed. The non-DST users dealt with one serial process at a time while the DST users dealt with the parallel recognition of two simultaneous alerts. This difference between parallel and serial recognition of alerts may have influenced why the DST did not impact Decision Accuracy in the multiple alert scenarios, because humans can only solve one complex problem at a time.15, 18-19 Therefore, the DST users’ focused attention advantage from the single alert scenarios may have been counteracted by the negative influence of having to knowingly simultaneously react to two alerts. A future study should evaluate multiple alert scenarios that have different spacing between alerts in order to determine if the DST has an impact in non-simultaneous multiple alert scenarios.

B. Non-Necessary Interventions

When analyzing the effect of the DST on the number of Non-Necessary Interventions, it is important to note that the DST notified the subjects of abnormal operator behavior, while non-DST users had no such help. Despite the training scenarios that attempted to help non-DST users identify abnormal behavior without the aid of the DST, and thus understand what behaviors required intervention, the non-DST users may not have fully understood this. This lack of understanding of operator actions, combined with the absence of alerts, may have been the reason non-DST users had more Non-Necessary Interventions. These same results may not be found with subjects who have experience with the underlying operator control system, RESCHU in the case of this experiment, and this factor should be evaluated in future work.

Many of the DST users reported that they assumed operator behavior was normal if they were not alerted to a situation and trusted they would be alerted when abnormal behavior was occurring. This automation bias20 may result in supervisors missing the abnormal behaviors that are not flagged by the system, and should be studied in future work.

C. Secondary Task Ratio

The DST was not shown to have a significant impact on mental workload as measured by the secondary task. Since the addition of the DST to the RESCHU interface doubled the number of screens the team supervisor needed to monitor from three to six, the DST would have theoretically increased mental workload if it were poorly designed. Thus, increased Decision Accuracy and decreased Non-Necessary Interventions for DST users in single alert scenarios did not come at the cost of increased mental workload as shown by the non-statistically significant results for the Secondary Task Ratio.

VI. Conclusion

As the military and civilian sectors continue to invest in UVs, the scenario of a team supervisor coordinating the efforts of multiple, independent operators each controlling multiple heterogeneous UVs is likely.1-3 Developing decision support tools in order aid the team supervisor in making time critical decisions that have possible catastrophic consequences is essential.6,7, 21 The DST proposed in this research has demonstrated that utilizing HSMM-based operator modeling to alert a team supervisor to current and predicted future operator abnormal behavior leads to increased team supervisor performance in terms of increased Decision Accuracy in single alert scenarios and decreased Non-Necessary Interventions in both single and multiple alert scenarios. Importantly, there was no evidence of additional mental workload with the added display. However, there was some evidence of automation bias, in that DST users may have relied exclusively on the alerting mechanisms. However, future work is needed before the DST can move into real world production.

Future work should focus on the effect that the DST has on supervisor performance if multiple alert scenarios have spacing between the alerts as opposed to both alerts occurring simultaneously. Additionally, future work may focus on whether the presence of the DST is more valuable when the number of operators in the team is increased, how far in the future the HSMM-based operator model predictions are beneficial, and if the same performance impact would be seen if the team supervisor was taken out of the scenario and the operators were allowed to see their own DST throughout the mission.
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